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As Alpha of his clan, the handsome and powerful Keith Waldwyck is destined to mate with the most

beautiful of female shifters.Yet when Keith lays eyes on the human Melanie Richter, his wolf can't

contain itself and is overcome with lust. He wants nothing more than to make Melanie his Mate, clan

politics be damned.But thereâ€™s a problemâ€”being with a human is looked down upon, and

promising himself to an outsider could bring the wrath of the other clans down upon him.Despite the

dangers that lay ahead, there are two things Keith knows for sureâ€”Melanie will be his Mateâ€¦and

she will carry his baby.**Saved by the Alpha is a full-length shifter romance with an HEA, no

cheating, and no cliffhanger.
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By far one of the best shifter books I have read. Ms. Snow presents a unique shifter romance story

that is unlike any other I have read. Most wolf shifter books I have read the shifter transforms into a

normal looking wolf but larger in size. Snow on the other hand appears to present her shifters to be

more like the Lycans we see in many werewolf movies...at least that was the impression I had while



reading.I liked how Snow revealed the story of Mel, Keith, and Kim. The romance did not over

shadow the action/suspense of the werewolves going again the Order trying to rid the world of them.

Snow presented a much better view of the shifter community of sorts than you would normally see

in shifter romance novels. All of the main characters are presented in true family and extend family

form. We are shown the ups and downs of taking a Mate and how going outside the 'normal' realm

finding a mate for werewolves can have both positive and drastic negative impacts. If you like shifter

romance novels this book is for you. But remember, it is not like the normal shifter romance stories

you are used to.

I was honestly surprised at how much was in this book. I would get to a point and think, okay this is

where the book ends only to find out it kept going. The amount of drama between Keith and Melanie

was more than I expected. I figured the book would end after Melanie's rescue but I was surprised

to see I had a lot left on my kindle. There were a lot of main characters but they were woven in well.

I was not sure how Kimberly would do with Edward and that in itself could be a whole other book. I

was a little uneasy with having Akiko as a second mate even if it was for political purposes only.

However by the end, I understood why the author did what she did. This story is long but well worth

the time. I would definitely read another book by this author.

This book was pretty awesome. Keith is a swoon worthy alpha werewolf who meets a human

woman that his wolf wants. In order to have her, he must battle the politics and traditions of the clan.

This book was much more in depth about shifter politics than most others I've read. I believe it was

originally published as a serial but I find these books much more enjoyable as one collective story. I

received an ARC of this book in exchange for an honest review.

This is the first time I am reading this author. And I can't get over this story, made me laugh, made

me cry, action packed and full of hotness. Wolves and Bears from all over the world, I could not put

the book down.Thank you Jessica Snow.

This is a story that you can't put down! The female are so strong and kickass and the alpha males

were their equals. A complete story which left you wanting more on everyone's story wow such a

fantastic story. I loved it! Great job Jessica!

I loved this Shifter tale. It was a steamy read, but also had some intriguing aspects. Keith saves



Melanie and Mates with pretty quickly. Keith is the clan Alpha and his twin sister is the clan Female

Alpha. This book delves into clan politics more so than I've ever read. Highly recommend!

This was a story of strong love and family ties that had the power to change the world. The family

dealt with trials of life and loss but still came out strong. Great story I hope to see more of these

characters.

I respect what it takes to write a book; more so, as writing isn't one of my greatest skills. That being

said, there are too many things I didn't like about Saved to give a higher rating.:Ã‚Â·The dialogue

was stilted, almost Victorian.Ã‚Â·The conversations held through the Link were not distinguished

from the other writing, causing confusion.Ã‚Â·I didn't care for the time lapses; it skipped over things

that should have been explained.Ã‚Â·Punctuation and grammar, there weren't many mistakes but

enough for me too noticeThe plot was okay, though it dragged in some places. There was some

humor, which I love. Most important, the women weren't weak characters waiting to be rescued. I

love strong female leads, and I don't see them enough.
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